Managed Legal Services
for Enterprise Needs
Want to learn
more about
how SyncHR
can help your
organization?
Visit
SyncHR.com/
legal-services
for more
information.

Retainer Services,
Without Retainer Prices
Enterprise legal teams are responsible for solving
a wide array of legal issues, but even sizable teams
don’t have the experience or resources to handle
every issue. Often, enterprises need legal support
beyond what their internal teams can provide,
but keeping external law firms on retainer for the
occasional question quickly adds up.

KEY CHALLENGES
Ever-changing legislative requirements
Overworked internal legal teams
Reliance on noncertified legal resources

Protect Your Business
SyncHR Legal Services provides enterprise
customers with a 24/7 connection to licensed
attorneys, without retainer prices. Our managed
legal services offer mid-and-enterprise
organizations unlimited access to personalized,
attorney-privileged insight within two hours,
so your legal team can make rapid, informed
decisions on any legal issue.
With SyncHR’s Legal Services, you’ll have ondemand access to accountable legal resources
to get answers to pressing legal questions, draft
essential documents, and reduce the workload on
your internal team.

Key Benefits
Protecting your business and employees calls
for ongoing legal support. SyncHR’s Legal
Services makes personalized legal support
available 24/7 for enterprise legal teams with
complex, evolving legal concerns.

AFFORDABLE PLANS
Only pay for the services you want. We offer
affordable, scalable service plans so you
can leverage legal resources as often as you
need—all for a flat monthly rate.

PROACTIVE LEGAL SERVICES
Enterprises need real legal advice from
real lawyers to adequately protect business
objectives. Our licensed attorneys are fully
qualified to provide legal advice to help
your organization avoid and manage fees,
penalties, and lawsuits.

24/7 SUPPORT
Give your organization on-demand access
to legal support for support during critical
and changing times. We guarantee a
response from licensed attorneys within
two hours or less, 24/7.

Who is SyncHR
SyncHR is a next-generation human capital management
solution to help growing enterprises operate in the new
era of HR. SyncHR’s innovative design and patented
technology allows our clients to operate with the
necessary speed, intelligent automation, and HR science
for running a successful high-velocity business.
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Protect Your Organization with
Tiered Bundles
SyncHR’s Legal Services bundles were designed to provide you with the legal support
needed to proactively manage your business without straining your budget.

AskHR
Unlimited 24/7 HR and employment law advice from licensed
employment attorneys, employment law checklists and updates.
Access to hundreds of employment law documents and templates
pertaining to ACA, Discrimination, FLSA/Wage & Hour, FMLA,
Harassment, Immigration/Visa, Sick Leave, and Termination.
Legally completed state and federal employee handbook, policy creation
and updates, including work from home, furloughs, layoffs and more.

Legal review or creation of employement related documents.

Unlimited access to business law documents and templates.

Unlimited drafting and review to business forms including Business
Formation, Commercial Lease Review, Contract Review/ MSA, Corporate
Liability, License Agreements, and Vendor Agreements and more.
Unlimited legal advice regarding business and corporate operations
from licensed employment attorneys.

Review of two non-Ask Pro business documents per month and expert
assistance with corporate policies and procedures.

Commercial Collections: 15% contingent fee on pre-litigation and 30% if
ligitation required on claims.

Consumer Collections: 25% Contingent fee on pre-litigation claims.

AskPro

